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Let G be a connected noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite center and
real rank one. Fix a maximal subgroup K. We consider K bi-invariant functions f
on G and their spherical transform
f (*)=|
G
f (g) . *(g) dg,
where .* denote the elementary spherical functions on GK and *0. We consider
the maximal operators
S
*
f (t)=SupR>1 } |
R
1
f (*) .*(a(t)) |c(*)| &2 d* }
and prove that S* maps boundedly KLKs (G)  Ls(G)+L2(G) for 2n(n+1)<s2
where n=dim(GK ). The result is sharp and it implies a.e. convergence properties
of the inverse spherical transforms.  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Let G be a connected noncompact semisimple Lie group with finite
center and real rank one. Fix a maximal compact subgroup K. For any
function space E on G we let KEK denote those elements of E which are
invariant under both left and right translation on K. Such elements will be
called K bi-invariant.
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Associated to G there are constants p and q determined by the geometry
of the symmetric space GK such that n=dim(GK)= p+q+1 as described
in p. 252 of [13]. We follow their normalizations and immediately identify
K bi-invariant functions on G with functions on [0, +) so that f (t)
means the same as f (exp(tH0)) in the notations of [13].
Then the invariant measure on GK corresponds to D(t) dt where
D(t)=(sinh t) p (sinh 2t)q
as in formula (1.1) in [13].
To each *0 there is a spherical function .* and the spherical transform
is
f (*)=|

0
f (t) . *(t) D(t) dt
for f # KL1(G)K. This extends to KLs(G)K for 1s2 and the Plancherel
theorem says that f  f is an isometric isomorphism of KL2(G)K with
L2([0, ), |c(*)| &2 d*) where
c(*)=cp, q
1(i*) 1(( p2+i*)2)
1( p2+i*) 1(\2+i *2)
(1)
with \=( p+2q)2, as in [14] vol. II p. 303 and
|c(*)|&2=c ‘
k&1
j=0
( j2+*2) when q=0 and p=2k,
=c* tanh
?*
2
‘
k&1
j=0 _\
1
2
+ j+
2
+*2&
when q=0 and p=2k+1,
=c* coth
?*
2
‘
k
j=0 _j
2+\*2+
2
& ‘
k+l
j=1 _j
2+\*2+
2
&
when q=2l+1 and p=4k+2,
=c* tanh
?*
2
‘
k&1
j=0 _\
1
2
+ j+
2
+\*2+
2
& ‘
k+l&1
j=0 _\
1
2
+ j+
2
+\*2+
2
&
when q=2l+1 and p=4k, (2)
as in [13] p. 266. Moreover f (t)=0 .*(t) f (*) |c(*)|
&2 d*, for f suf-
ficiently nice.
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We set
SR f (t)=|
R
0
f (*) .*(t) |c(*)|&2 d*.
For f sufficiently nice we therefore have
SR f (t)=|

0 _|
R
0
.*(t) . *(r) |c(*)|&2 d*& f (r) D(r) dr
=|

0
KR(t, r) f (r) D(r) dr, (3)
where
KR(t, r)=|
R
0
.*(t) . *(r) |c(*)| &2 d*. (4)
We investigate the following question: for which values of s does it happen
that SR f (t) converges a.e. to f (t) as R tends to infinity for all f # KLs(G)K?
We shall prove that the answer is positive if and only if 2n(n+1)<s2
and we note en passant that norm convergence holds only for s=2. This
will involve a careful study of the kernel KR(t, r) based on asymptotic
expansions of the spherical functions .* . A basic reference will be [13]. We
shall see that the worst behavior of KR(t, r), namely a singular integral
behavior, takes place along the half line t=r. Moreover for small t the
spherical functions .*(t) behave like (radial) spherical functions on the
Euclidean space Rn viewed as a symmetric space for the Cartan motion
group. For large t the behavior of .*(t) is different. In view of all this we
will have to split our considerations into four cases: t and r both small, t
and r both big, t big and r small, t small and r big. Consequently we will
write SR f (t)=S 1R f (t)+S
2
R f (t)+S
3
R f (t)+S
4
R f (t). Therefore S* f (t)4i=1 Si* f (t) where S* f (t)=SupR>1 |SR f (t)| and similarly Si* f (t)=
SupR>1 |S iR f (t)|.
Each of these four maximal operators Si* will be dealt with in the corre-
sponding Section 1, 2, 3, 4.
In Section 1 the main tool will be the analogous result in the Euclidean
spaces Rn [11] which in turn is based on Ls(R) estimates for Carleson
operator against As-weights, 1<s<.
In Section 2, 3 we make more precise the asymptotics in [13] (Lemma
4, 6, 7), as needed, and prove suitable estimates on derivatives of the
c-function (Lemma 8). Then a basic tool will be Ls(R)  Ls(R)+L2(R)
estimates for Carleson operator against exponential weights, 1<s2
(Theorem 3).
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In the end we will have proved the positive part of the following:
Theorem 1. Let G be a connected non compact semisimple Lie group
with finite center and real rank one. Let K be a maximal compact subgroup.
Let f # KLs(G)K and S* f (t)=SupR>1 |SR f (t)| as above. Then S* is abounded operator from KLs(G)K to L2(G)+Ls(G) if and only if
2n(n+1)<s2.
The sharpness of Theorem 1 will be proved in Section 5 by Theorem 4.
Moreover in Section 5 we shall give the proof of the following Theorem 2
and Corollary 1.
Theorem 2. With the same notations as above, S
*
maps KLs(G)K
boundedly into itself if and only if s=2.
For the case s=2 we had proved this result by a different method, see
[10].
Corollary 1. With the same notations as above SR f (t)  f (t) a.e. as
R   if and only if 2n(n+1)<s2.
By c we shall denote a constant not necessarily the same in all instances,
possibly depending upon p and q.
SECTION 0
The following two lemmas will be used throughout the next sections.
Lemma 1. (a) There exists 9 # C supported on [ 12 , 2] such that
k=0 9(2
&k*)=1 on [1, +). Let *8(*)=9(*) then k=0 2
&k8(2&k*)
=1* on [1, +);
(b) }\ :

k=0
2&k8(2&k*)+
7
(x) }{
c lg
1
|x|
,
cM
|x| M
,
|x|<1
|x|1
for every integer M1.
Proof. (a) follows by the existence of a smooth partition of unity. To
prove (b) observe that the Fourier transform (2&k8(2&k*))7 (x) is
concentrated around |x|t2&k where it is dominated by a constant c. Now
fix |x|<1, then (2&h8(2&h*))7 (x) gives a nonnegligible contribution
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at x to the Fourier transform that appears in (b) only if hh0 where
|x|t2&h0.
The next lemma carries well known estimates of Bessel functions, see
[11] or [15].
Lemma 2. Let k # N2 where N denote the class of nonnegative integers
and let Jk denote Bessel function of index k. Then
(i) |Jk(t)|ck for t0
(ii) Jk(t)tctk as t  0
(iii) Jk(t)=- 2?t cos(t&(?2) k&?4)+Ek(t) where |Ek(t)|ckt32
for t>1,
(iv) J$k(t)=&Jk+1(t)+(kt) Jk(t).
Lemma 3. Let P(*) denote a polynomial in * of degree (n&1) and
coefficients depending upon p and q. Then
(a) |c(*)|&2c, 0*1
(b) for every *1
|c(*)|&2=P(*) }{
1 when q=0 and p=2k
coth \?*2 + when q=2l+1 and p=4k+2
tanh \?*2 + in all other cases.
Proof. The lemma follows immediately from (2).
SECTION 1
Part 1
We shall base our considerations on Theorem 2.1 of [13] and on
Theorem of [11] listed below as Lemma 4 and 5 respectively.
Lemma 4. There exists R0>1, R1>1 with R0<R121 such that for any t
with 0tR0 and any M0
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.*(t)=c0 _t
n&1
D(t)&
12
:

m=0
t2mam(t) I(n&2)2+m(*t)
.*(t)=c0 _t
n&1
D(t)&
12
:
M
m=0
t2mam(t) I(n&2)2+m(*t)+EM+1(*t),
where
a0(t)#1
|am(t)|cR&m1
|EM+1(*t)|cM t2(M+1) if |*t|1
cMt2(M&1)(*t)&((n&1)2+M+1) if |*t|>1
and
I+(z)=
J+(z)
z+
1 \++12+ 1 \
1
2+ 2+&1.
Moreover the following holds
(i) |D*.*(t)|<
c
*
, |*t|<1
(ii) |D*EM+1(*t)|
cMt2(M+1)
*
, |*t|<1.
Proof. (i) and (ii), which are not in [13], are proved by (i) and (iv) of
Lemma 2 and by the following observation
}D* \Jk(*t)(*t)k +}
1
tk {}
tJ$k(*t)
*k }+k }
Jk(*t)
*k+1 }=

c
tk {t }
(*t)k+1
*k
+2k
(*t)k
*k+1=
c \t2*+2k* +
c
*
(1+2k).
Lemma 5. Let TR f (x), x # Rn(n2), denote the partial sums operator
for Fourier integrals and let f be a radial function in Ls(Rn). Then its Fourier
transform f is also radial and if we set t=&x& the following formula holds
TR f (t)=
c
t(n&2)2 |

0
rn2f (r) |
R
0
J (n&2)2(2?*t) J(n&2)2(2?*r) * d* dr
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and independently of R the following estimate |TR f (t)|c(t (n&1)2)
H( f (r) r(n&1)2)(t) where H is a bounded operator from weighted Lsw(R)
to itself, w # As(R), 1<s<. Moreover T* f (t)=SupR>1 |TR f (t)| mapsLs(Rn) to itself boundedly if and only if 2n(n+1)<s<2n(n&1).
Part 2
Now we can begin the study of the operator SR f (t) in (1) by first
restricting t # [0, R0] and considering
S 1R f (t)=|
A
KR(t, r) f (r) D(r) dr, (5)
where KR(t, r) is as in (4) and the domain of integration
A=A(t)={0rR0 ,0rR0 2,
if 0<tR0 2
if R0 2<t<R0 .
We will be able to prove that the corresponding maximal operator
S1* f (t)=SupR>1 |S
1
R f (t)| is bounded from
KLs(G)K into itself, 2n(n+1)
<s<2n(n&1). By Lemma 3 we have
.*(t)=c0 \t
n&1
D(t)+
12
[I(n&2)2(*t)+t2a1(t) In2(*t)]+E2(*t) (6)
and so
.*(t) . *(r)=c \t
n&1
D(t)+
12
\r
n&1
D(r)+
12
_c1 J(n&2)2(*t)(*t)(n&2)2
J (n&2)2(*r)
(*r)(n&2)2
+c2r2a 1(r)
J(n&2)2(*t)
(*t)(n&2)2
J n2(*r)
(*r)n2
+c3 t2a1(t)
Jn2(*t)
(*t)n2
J (n&2)2(*r)
(*r)(n&2)2
+c4r2t2a 1(r) a1(t)
Jn2(*t)
(*t)n2
J n2(*r)
(*r)n2
+negligible terms& . (7)
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Following (4) and (7) we denote by
K IR(t, r)=\t
n&1
D(t)+
12
\r
n&1
D(r)+
12 1
r(n&2)2
1
t(n&2)2
_|
R
0
J (n&2)2(*r) J(n&2)2(*t)
*n&2
|c(*)|&2 d*
and similarly we define K IIR , K
III
R , K
IV
R , K
N
R . So the kernel KR in (5) is equal
to
KR=:
:
K :R+K
N
R , :=I, II, III, IV (8)
and
S 1R f (t)=:
:
S 1, :R f (t)+S
1, N
R f (t), :=I, II, III, IV
with obvious notations.
KIR and Associated Operator S
1, I
R
We start by splitting K IR of (8) into the sum of two pieces by con-
sidering * # [1, R] and * # [0, 1] ( |c(*)|&2 behaves differently there).
Correspondingly
KIR=MR+error.
The ‘‘error’’ above is a trivial piece of kernel. In fact it is easily seen to
be bounded by a constant c since |D(r)|crn&1, |Jk(t)|ctk and |c(*)|&2c.
Then the corresponding piece of S 1, IR (which is independent of R), by
Ho lder’s inequality, turns out to be pointwise bounded by c & f &Ls (G) and
therefore the corresponding maximal operator is bounded from KLs(G)K to
itself, 1<s<.
We now consider the main term. Following Lemma 3 we write
|c(*)|&2=P(*)+E(*), (9)
where
|E(*)|=|P(*)| }{
}1&tanh \?*2 +}
}1&coth \?*2 +}
c
e*
0
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for all *1, \p, \q. We will have to consider separately the different terms
in P(*). This amounts to the following decomposition
MR=MR, 1+ } } } +MR, n+M ER .
Fortunately only the first two terms deserve a careful study. So let us start
by considering the leading term *n&1 of P(*) and its corresponding kernel
MR, 1 . To be able to connect with the operator of Lemma 5 we decompose
it as
MR, 1(t, r)=\t
n&1
D(t)+
12
\r
n&1
D(r)+
12 1
r(n&2)2
1
t(n&2)2
_|
R
1
J (n&2)2(*r) J(n&2)2(*t) * d*
=\t
n&1
D(t)+
12
\r
n&1
D(r)+
12 1
r(n&2)2
1
t(n&2)2 _|
R
0
} } } d*&|
1
0
} } } d*& .
Now MR, 1 is written as a sum of two pieces. The second one is trivial and
we already dealt with similar kernels. The first piece instead gives rise to
the following operator
S M1R f (t)=\t
n&1
D(t)+
12 1
t(n&2)2
_|

0 \|
R
0
J (n&2)2(*r) J(n&2)2(*t) * d*+ f (r) D12(r) r12 dr.
If we make the approximation D12(r)tr(n&1)2 we recover exactly the
operator TR of Lemma 5! It is actually better to follow a different path: we
check through the proof of Lemma 5 in [11] and see that the same
procedure shows that |S M1R f (t)|ct
(n&2)2H( f (r) D12(r))(t). Similarly we
deduce that the associated maximal operator S
*
M1 maps boundedly KLs(G)K
into itself for 2n(n+1)<s<2n(n&1).
We now consider
MR, 2(t, r)=\t
n&1
D(t)+
12
\r
n&1
D(r)+
12 1
r(n&2)2
1
t (n&2)2
_|
R
1
J(n&2)2(*t) J (n&2)2(*r) d*.
Suppose rt (similarly if rt). We are going to break up smoothly the
domain of integration [1, R]=[1, 1r] _ [1r, 1t] _ [1t, R]. (We will
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not develop suitable notations to remind us that [0, R] has been broken
up by a smooth partition of unity. Instead we just recall this when needed).
For * # [1, 1r] we use the estimate |Jk(t)|c on the two Bessel functions.
Then the corresponding kernel
|M (1)R, 2(t, r)|
1
r(n&1)2
1
t(n&1)2
(10)
and by Ho lder’s inequality
|S M 2
(1)
R f (t)|
c
t(n&1)2 |
R0
0
| f (r)| r(n&1)2 dr

c
t(n&1)2
& f &Ls (G) \|
R0
0
r(n&1)(12&1p) s$ dr+
1s$
=
c
t(n&1)2
& f &Ls (G)
if s>2n(n+1), 1s+1s$=1. Then &S
*
M2
(1)
f &Ls (G)c & f &Ls (G) if
s<2n(n&1).
For * # [1r, 1t] we use |Jk(*r)|c(*r)12 and |Jk(*t)|c to obtain the
estimate
|M (2)R, 2(t, r)|
1
r(n&1)2
1
t(n&2)2 |
1t
1r
1
*12
d*
1
r(n&1)2
}
1
t(n&1)2
.
Now the worst piece comes. Assume * # [1t, R] and use the estimate
Jk(t)=
c cos(t&k?2&?4)
t12
+O \ 1t32+
on both Bessel functions to obtain
M (3)R, 2(t, r)=c \t
n&1
D(t)+
12
\r
n&1
D(r)+
12 1
r(n&1)2
1
t (n&1)2 |
R
1t
ei(t\r)
*
d*+error.
(11)
Recall that the domain of integration [0, R] has been originally cut off into
three pieces in a smooth way. Let us enter this information in the above
formula by means of a smooth g(*)= g1t(*) function. We note that
|
R
0
eiy
*
g(*) d*=\/[0, R](*) } g(*)*) +
7
( y)=\\g(*)* +
7
V
eiRx
x + ( y),
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where /[0, R](*) denotes the characteristic function of the interval [0, R].
Now _t( y)=(g(*)*) 7 ( y) is described in Lemma 1 and manifestly _*( y)
=Supt |_t( y)| # L1(R). Therefore, forgetting for a moment the ‘‘error’’ in
the formula that gives M (3)R, 2 we have
S
*
M2
(3)
f (t)
1
t(n&1)2
Sup=, R } | \_= V e
iRx
x + (t\r) f (r) D12(r) dr}
=
1
t(n&1)2
Sup=, R } | _=(t\r) \e
iRx
x
V ( f (x) D12(x))+ (r) dr}

1
t(n&1)2 | _*(t\r) SupR }\
eiRx
x
V ( f (x) D12(x))+ (r) } dr.
Since Carleson operator and convolutions by L1(R) kernels satisfy
weighted Ls(R) estimates, and since r: # As(R) for &1<:<s&1 then as in
[11] we obtain
&S
*
M2
(3)
f &Ls (G)c & f &Ls (G) ,
2n
n+1
<s<
2n
n&1
.
Let us go back to (11) to handle the ‘‘error.’’ Since 1r<1t and 1R<t
we have that the ‘‘error’’ is dominated by
1
r(n&2)2
1
t(n&2)2
}
1
r12
}
1
t32
} |
R
1t
1
*2
d*
1
r(n&1)2
1
t(n&1)2
.
In studying MR, 2 we implicitly assumed 1r<1t<R. If instead R<1r
then we do not need to break up [0, R] at all and by a single stroke
we obtain |MR, 2(t, r)|1r(n&1)2 1t(n&1)2. The intermediate case 1r<
R<1t can be dealt similarly by writing [0, R]=[0, 1r] _ [1r, R].
Now consider
MR, 3(t, r)=\t
n&1
D(t)+
12
\r
n&1
D(r)+
12 1
r(n&2)2
1
t (n&2)2
_|
R
1
J(n&2)2(*t) J (n&2)2(*r)
*
d*.
The set up will be similar to that developed for MR, 2 . So assume rt
(similarly if rt) and write [1, R]=[1, 1r] _ [1r, 1t] _ [1t, R]. As for
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MR, 2 , the first two pieces of MR, 3 are trivial error terms. The third piece
is too, for
} |
R
1t
J (n&2)2(*r) J(n&2)2(*t)
*
d*} 1r12t12 |
R
1t
1
*2
d*
c
r12t12
.
Finally from the trivial estimate |Jk(t)|c for all t, we obtain a good
control on the remaining terms. Namely
} :
n
i=4
MR, i (t, r)+M ER(t, r)} 1r(n&1)2
1
t(n&1)2
.
KIIR , K
III
R and Associated Operators S
1, II
R , S
1, III
R
Recall
K IIR(t, r)=\t
n&1
D(t)+
12
\r
n&1
D(r)+
12 1
t(n&2)2
a 1(r) r2
r(n&2)2
_|
R
0
J n2(*r) J(n&2)2(*t)
*n&1
|c(*)| &2 d*.
Again we first consider * # [0, 1]. Using the estimate |Jk(t)|ctk we
obtain that the corresponding piece of kernel is bounded by a constant.
When * # [1, R] we use (9) and further decompose our kernel. The
leading term in P(*) send us straight back to MR, 2 , in the sense that the
corresponding piece of kernel can be handled by the same method used
with MR, 2 . The lower order terms in P(*) are even easier, as before.
K IIIR (t, r) has the role of r and t reversed with respect to K
II
R(t, r), and it
can be handled similarly.
KIVR , K
N
R and Associated Operators S
1, IV
R , S
1, N
R
Recall
KIVR (t, r)=\t
n&1
D(t)+
12
\r
n&1
D(r)+
12 r2a 1(r)
rn2
t2a1(t)
tn2 |
R
0
J n2(*r) Jn2(*t)
*n
|c(*)|&2 d*.
As before * # [0, 1] produces a negligible kernel. For * # [1, R] we use
(9). The leading term *n&1 in P(*) send us back to MR, 3(t, r). The remain-
ing terms in the expression of |c(*)|&2 in (9) can be dealt all together in
a trivial way.
Finally we consider K NR in (8). Assume r>t and split the domain of
integration [0, R]=[0, 1] _ [1, 1r] _ [1r, 1t] _ [1t, R]. This amounts
to write K NR as sum of four pieces. Each one can be trivially estimated by
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taking absolute values inside the integral in * and making use of the
estimates on E2(*t) of Lemma 4. In the end |K NR(t, r)|1r
(n&1)2 }
1t(n&1)2. This gives the desired estimate on the corresponding maximal
operator S
*
1, N f (t).
SECTION 2
Part 1
Here we prove the preliminary lemmas that we use in dealing with the
kernel K(t, r) for rR0 and tR0 . The following Lemma 6 is a more
precise version of Theorem 3.1, Theorem 3.2 and Corollary 3.9 in [13].
Lemma 6. There exist functions 4m(*, t) and EM+1(*, t) such that, for
any M0, tR0 and any *2\ the spherical functions
.*(t)=c(*) e(i*&\) t8*(t)+c(&*) e(&i*&\) t8&*(t), (12)
where c(*)=cp, q(1(i*) 1(( p2+i*)2))(1( p2+i*) 1((\+i*)2)) and
c(*)=c(&*),
8*(t)= :

m=0
4m(*, t) e&2mt,
(13)
8*(t)=1+ :
M
m=0
4m(*, t) e&2mt+e&2(M+1) tEM+1(*, t),
and
}D:* 4m(*, t)}A:\
me2m
*m+:
,
(14)
}D:*EM+1(*, t)}A:\
M+1e2(M+1)
*M+1+:
.
Moreover 4m(*, t)=j=0 #
m+ j
m (*) e
&2jt where #km is the sum of terms gl and
1gl is an mth degree polynomial in *. Further,
}#km(*)}A\
me2k
*m
}D*#km(*) }A\
me2k
*m+1
.
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Proof. First of all let us get the correct definition of c(*), since [13]
contains a missprint. Our definition (1) follows from the formula
c(*)=cp, q
2&i*1(i*)
1( p4+12+i*2) 1(\2+i*2)
in [14], vol. II p. 303, which is based on p. 303 of [6] and the formula
1(z)1(2z)=21&2z- ? 11(z+12) (see [15]), with z= p4+i*2.
Second of all we note that there is an exponential decay e&2(M+1) t in the
error term in (13), essential to us, that is not in [13]. To prove it together
with (14) we just have to go through their computations. Write 8*(t)=
k=0 1k(*) e
&2kt where 1k(*)=m=0 #
k
m(*) as in Theorem 3.1 and 3.2 of
[13]. The point then is that #km(*)=0 for k<m ([13] p. 262). Setting
k=m+ j and 4m(*, t)=j=0 #
m+ j
m (*) e
&2jt as in [13] Corollary 3.9 we
obtain 8*(t)=Mm=0 e
&2mt4m(*, t)+e&2(M+1) t j=1 4M+ j (*, t) e
&2( j&1) t.
Now our claim follows by writing EM+1=j=1 4M+ j (*, t) e
&2( j&2) t and
applying (3.6) and (3.7) of [13].
The following lemma deals with the functions 8*(t) in (12) for * small.
Lemma 7. For every tR0 and every 0*2\,
}\ *+
l
8*(t)}cl .
Proof. As we already mentioned 8*(t)=k=0 1k(*) e
&2kt ([13], (3.3)).
Gangolli [4] has |1k(*)|ckd, with c and d positive numbers. Therefore
|8*(t)|c :

k=0
kde&2ktcR0 , for any tR0 .
Also *  8*(t) is analytic on a strip containing the real axis ([5],
Proposition 4.3.7). Therefore
\ *+
l
8*(t)=
1
2?i |#
8‘ (t)
(‘&*) l+1
d‘,
where we take # to be a path around [0, 2\], inside the strip of analiticity.
Using the boundedness of 8* proved above, we then obtain boundedness
of all (*)l 8* .
Next lemma carries estimates on derivatives of the c(*) function.
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Lemma 8.
(i) c$(*)=cp, qc(*) O \1*+ , *0
(ii) c"(*)=cp, qc(*) O \ 1*2+ , *0
(iii) } dd*
c(*)
c(*) }{
cp, q ,
cp, q *,
*1
*1
(iv) } d
2
d*2
c(*)
c(*) }
cp, q
*2
, *0
Proof. We set (z)=1 $(z)1(z) and immediately obtain
c$(*)=icp, q c(*) {(i*)& \p2+i*++
1
2
 \p2+i*2 +&
1
2
 \\+i*2 += .
Now  is a meromorphic function with simple poles at z=0, &1, &2, ...
and (z)=&#&1z+n=1 zn(n+z) where # is Euler’s constant [15]
p. 247. Then
c$(*)=cp, qc(*) _&1i*+
1
\+i*
+ :

n=1
z1&z3
(z1+n)(z3+n)
+
1
2
:

n=1
z2&z4
(z2+n)(z4+n)& ,
where z1=i*, z2= 12 ( p2+i*), z3= p2+i*, z4=
1
2 (\+i*). Now observe
that |&1i*+1(\+i*)|c*, every *0. So (i) is proved by the following
estimate
p
2
:

n=1
1
|z1+n| |z3+n|
+
q
4
:

n=1
1
|z2+n| |z4+n|
cp, q |

1
dx
x2+*2
cp, q
1
* _
?
2
&artg
1
*&
cp, q
*
.
To prove (ii) we proceed in a similary way. We have
c"(*)=cp, qc(*) } [$(z1)&$(z2)+ 14$(z3)&
1
4$(z4)]
+cp, q c$(*)[(z1)&(z2)+ 12 (z3)&
1
2 (z4)],
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where $(z)=1z2+n=1 1(z+n)
2 at z=zi , i=1, ..., 4. By (i) we need
only to prove the estimate
} :

n=1
1
(zi+n)2
&
1
(zi+2+n)2 }
c
*2
, i=1, 2.
This can be done by elementary methods.
Now we wish to prove (iii). Since
d
d*
d(*)
c(*)
=
c$(*) c(*)&c(*) c(*)$
(c(*))2
,
using (i) we obtain |(dd*) c(*)c(*)|cp, q* for any *>0. To improve this
estimate for * near zero we note that (2) implies |c(*)|&2tc*2 as *  0 for
all p’s and q’s. Therefore |c(*)|tc* as *  0. Since c(*) is a meromorphic
function its Laurent expansion around zero is
c(*)=
b1
*
+a0+a1*+a2 *2+ } } }
and so
c$(*)=&
b1
*2
+a1+2a2 *+ } } } .
Therefore (dd*) c(*)c(*)=(&a 0b1+a0 b 1)|b1 | 2+O(*) as *  0. This
end the proof of (iii). Finally (iv) can be easily obtained.
Theorem 3. For t1 and \=( p+2q)2 we consider the operator
Uf (t)=e&\t Sup
R>1 } |

1
eiR(t&r)
t&r
f (r) D(r) e&\r dr} .
Then U maps KLs(G)K into L2(G)+Ls(G) boundedly, 1<s2.
Proof. The case s=2 is trivial. Suppose 1<s<2. We write .h(t)=
/[h&1, h+2)(t) and we let .h(t)+h(t)=1 for every t1. Then we consider
e&\t :

h=1 \|
h+1
h
eiR(t&r)
t&r
f (r) D(r) e&\r dr+ (.h(t)+h(t))
= :

h=1
(Ah, R+Bh, R) f (t).
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Evidently
Uf (t) :

h=1
Ah* f (t)+Sup
R>1 } :

h=1
Bh, r f (t) } ,
where
Ah* f (t)=e&\t.h(t) Sup
R>1 } |
h+1
h
eiR(t&r)
t&r
f (r) D(r) e&\r dr}
=e&\t.h(t) C(gh(r))(t),
gh(r)= f (r) D(r) e&\r/[h, h+1)(r) and C denotes Carleson operator.
Now observe that for 1< p<
" :

h=1
Ah* f"
s
Ls (G)
 :

h=1
&Ah* f &sLs (G)
cs :

h=1
e\h(2&s) |
h+2
h&1
|Cgh(t)| s dt
cs :

h=1
e\h(2&s) |

1
| gh(r)| s dr
=cs :

h=1
|
h+1
h
| f (r)| s e2\r dr
cs & f & sLs (G) .
So the theorem will be proved by the estimate
"SupR>1 } :

h=1
Bh, R f (t)}"L2(G)cs & f &Ls (G) , 1<s2.
For s=2 this estimate obviously holds, since SupR>1 |h Bh, R f |Uf +
h Ah* f. Therefore it suffices to prove a restricted (Ls , L2) estimate,
1<s<2, by standard interpolation techniques. Let us write Bh* f =
SupR>1 |Bh, r f |. Now suppose E[1, +) is any measurable set. If
&/E&L2 (G)1 then &h Bh*/E&L2(G)c &/E &L2 (G)c &/E&Ls (G) , s2. If
instead &/E&Ls (G)<1 then the following holds
|Bh*/E (t)|e&\t \|
h+1
h
1
|t&r|
/E (r) D(r) e&\r dr+ h(t)

e&\t
|t&h|
e\h |Eh | h(t),
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where Eh=E & [h, h+1) and |Eh | denotes the Euclidean measure of Eh .
Finally
":h Bh*/E"L2(G):h &Bh*/E &L2 (G)c :h e
\h |Eh |
c :
h
e2\h |Eh |=c |

1
/E (r) D(r) dr<c &/E&Ls(G) .
This ends the proof.
Part 2
We may now consider for tR0 the operator
S 2R f (t)=|

R0
KR(t, r) f (r) D(r) dr.
We shall prove that S2* f (t)=SupR>1 |S
2
R f (t)| maps
KLs(G)K into
Ls(G)+L2(G) boundedly for 1<s2. Observe that this very same
estimate holds for the operator
e&\tV( f (r) D(r) e&\r)(t),
where V is Carleson operator (Theorem 3), or V is the Hilbert transform.
Similarly it holds when V is the convolution with a kernel k(x) # L1(R)
(say |k(x)|<c if |x|<1 and |k(x)|<c|x| 2 if |x|1) and when V is equal
to the Hilbert integral as well. Our claim on S2* will follow from these
results.
We start by breaking up [0, R] as [0, 2\] _ [2\, R] in a smooth way
by means of g1(*) and g2(*) such that g1(*)+ g2(*)=1 on [0, +) and
g2 # C(R), g2(*)=1 for *>2\, supp g2 [* : *\]. Correspondingly
KR will be written as an error term plus a main term with the following
notations:
KR=K ER+K
M
R .
First consider K ER that can be written as follows
K ER(t, r)=
1
2 |
+
&
.*(t) . *(r) |c(*)|&2 g1(*) d*
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by extending g1 to be an even function on the line (now in C(R)) and by
using the fact that all other functions involved are even. By Lemma 6 we
can write
K ER(t, r)=e
&\(t+r) _|
+
&
ei*(t&r)8*(t) 8 &*(r) g1(*) d*
+|
+
&
ei*(t+r)8*(t) 8 *(r)
c(*)
c(*)
g1(*) d*+similar terms& .
Now we denote by F* the Fourier transform operator in the * variable
and observe that by Lemma 7
|
+
&
ei*x8*(t) 8 &*(r) g1(*) d*=F*(8*(t) 8 &*(r) g1(*))(x)
belongs to L1(R) uniformly in t and r. Precisely it is dominated by a
constant if |x|<1 and it is dominated by 1x2 if |x|>1. Moreover one
integration by parts combined with Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 shows
} |
+
&
ei*(t+r)8*(t) 8 *(r)
c(*)
c(*)
g1(*) d*)
c
t+r
.
All this implies that K ER generates a maximal operator which satisfies the
desired estimate.
We shall now prove the same for K MR . We are going to apply Lemma 6.
Namely we write
8*(t)=40(*, t)+41(*, t) e&2t+E2(*, t) e&4t.
This implies a decomposition of K MR as sum of several terms
K MR =K
M, 0
R +K
M, 1
R +remaining terms.
The first one is
K M, 0R (t, r)=e
&\(t+r) _|
R
&R
ei*(t&r)g2(*) 40(*, t) 4 0(*, r) d*
+|
R
&R
ei*(t+r)
c(*)
c(*)
g2(*) 40(*, t) 4 0(*, r) d*+similar terms& .
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We start by considering the first term in K M, 0R . Observe that 40(*, t)=
1++k=1 #
k
0(*) e&
2kt and similarly 40(*, r). We write
|
R
&R
ei*(t&r)g2(*) d*=&|
+
&
ei*(t&r)g1(*) d*+|
R
&R
ei*(t&r) d*
=&g^1(t&r)+
eiR(t&r)
t&r
&
e&iR(t&r)
t&r
,
where g^1 # L1(R). Now Theorem 3 applies here. To handle all the other
terms in 40(*, t) 4 0(*, r) we can use the same argument since #k0(*) are
constants (Lemma 6). The exponential decay in each of these remaining
terms implies that their global contribution to the norm of the maximal
operator is negligible.
Then we consider the next term in K M, 0R that we handle integrating by
parts twice. Namely
|
R
&R
ei*(t+r)G2(*) d*=2 |
R
\
ei*(t+r)G2(*) d*
=_e
i*(t+r)
t+r
G2(*)&
R
\
+_e
i*(t+r)
(t+r)2
G$2(*)&
R
\
+
1
(t+r)2 |
R
\
ei*(t+r)G"2(*) d*,
where G2(*)=c(*)c(*) g2(*) 40(*, t) 4 0(*, r). Now by Lemma 6 and 8 we
have for *\ that |G2(*)|c, |G$2(*)|c* and |G"2(*)|c*2 (recall that
(d id*i ) g2(*)=0, *2\, i1). Therefore
} |
R
&R
ei*(t+r)G2(*) d* } ct+r .
Let us now consider
K M, 1R (t, r)=e
&\(t+r) _|
R
&R
ei*(t&r)H&(t, r, *) d*
+|
R
&R
ei*(t+r)H+(t, r, *)
c(*)
c(*)
d*+similar terms& ,
where
H\(t, r, *)=[4 1(\*, r) e&2r+41(*, t) e&2t
+4 1(\*, r) 41(*, t) e&2re&2t] g2(*).
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We have written 1 instead of 40(*, t) and 4 0(*, r), since we already
observed that this is all that matters. We start by H&. Its first term
produces the following kernel
e&2r |
R
&R
ei*(t&r)4 1(&*, r) g2(*) d*
=e&2r :

j=0
e&2jr |
R
&R
ei*(t&r)#1+ j1 (*) g2(*) d*
=e&2r :

j=0
e&2jr(/^[&R, R] V (#1+ j1 g2)
7 )(t&r).
Since |#1+ j1 (*)|c(e
2(1+ j)*) for *\ Lemma 1 implies (#1+ j1 g2)
7(x) #
L1(R), while /^[&R, R](x)=eiRxx. So Theorem 3 applies. The other two
terms in H& can be similarly controlled. Let us now consider the first term
in H+. The corresponding kernel
} e&2r |
R
&R
ei*(t+r)4 1(*, r)
c(*)
c(*)
g2(*) d* }e
&2r
t+r
as one integration by parts shows. The same is true for the other two terms
in H+.
We are left with the ‘‘remaining terms’’, namely K MR &K
M, 0
R &K
M, 1
R . In
all of them it is easy to get a hold on the integration in *: by taking
absolute values inside we end up with R\ (1*
2) d*c, for every R>1.
SECTION 3
We are going to study the operator
S 3R f (t)=| KR(t, r) f (r) D(r) dr
for r>R0 and t<R0 2. We shall prove that
|KR(t, r)|c
e&\r
t(n&1)2r
(15)
for every R>1, by writing KR as a sum of three terms, each one satisfying
the above estimate. Then the following will be true
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|S 3R f (t)|
c
t(n&1)2 |

R0
| f (r)|
e\r
r
dr

c
t(n&1)2
& f &Ls (G) |

R0
e\r(1&2s) s$
rs$
dr

cs
t (n&1)2
& f &Ls (G) ,
1
s
+
1
s$
=1, 1<s2.
Therefore &S3* f &Ls (G)cp & f &Ls (G) , 1<s2.
We are now going to prove (15). Let us observe that in the (r, t) region
under consideration we have 1|t&r|, 1(t+r)cr. Then we write
KR(t, r)=K (1)(t, r)+K (2)(t, r)+K (3)R (t, r),
where
K (1)(t, r)=|
2\
0
.*(t) . *(r) |c(*)| &2 d*,
K (2)(t, r)=|
1t
2\
.*(t) . *(r) |c(*)|&2 d*.
We are going to show how to handle one term only, in the above formula
for K 1R . The remaining terms can be treated in a similar way. With an
abuse of notations we write
K (1)(t, r)=e&\r |
2\
0
.*(t) e&i*r8 *(r)
c(*)
|c(*)| 2
d*
=e&\r {_e
&i*r
r
.*(t) 8 *(r)
c (*) &
2\
0
+
1
r |
2\
0
e&i*r
d
d* \
.*(t) 8 *(r)
c (*) + d*=
integrating by parts once. By Lemma 4, 7, 8 the function .*(t) 8 *(r)c (*)
and its first *-derivative are bounded for small values of *, therefore
|K (1)(t, r)|c(e&\rr).
Similarly we handle one term only in the formula of K (2)(t, r) and we
write, integrating by parts,
K (2)(t, r)=
e&\r
r {_
e&i*r.*(t) 8 *(r)
c (*) &
1t
2\
+|
1t
2\
e&i*r
d
d* \
.*(t) 8 *(r)
c (*) + d*= .
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Since |.*(t)|, |8 *(r)|c and |1c (*)|c*(n&1)2 then the first term inside the
parenthesis is dominated by ct&(n&1)2. Since |.$*(t)|c*, |8 $*(r)|ce&2r*
and Lemma 8 we have |dd* (.*8 * c (*)|c*(n&3)2. Therefore |K (2)(t, r)|
c(e&\rt(n&1)2r).
We are left to study
K (3)R (t, r)=|
R
1t
.*(t) . *(r) |c(*)|&2 d*
that can be proven to satisfy the desired estimate, integrating by parts twice.
For, note that
.*(t)=\t
n&1
D(t)+
12
_J (n&2)2(*t)(*t)(n&2)2 +E1(*t)& .
We are going to show how to handle the main term only. So by an abuse of
notations we write
K (3)R (t, r)=\t
n&1
D(t)+
12
e&\r {|
R
1t
ei*te&i*r
(*t)(n&1)2
c(*)
|c(*)| 2
8 *(r) d*+similar terms= .
Integrations by parts shows that
|
R
1t
ei*(t&r)8 *(r)
*(n&1)2c (*)
d*=_e
i*(t&r)
t&r
8 *(r)
*(n&1)2c (*)&
R
1t
+
1
t&r |
R
1t
ei*(t&r)
d
d* \
8 *(r)
*(n&1)2c (*)+ d*.
The first term is dominated by cr, which is all we want, but if we take
absolute values inside the integral in the second term, we end up with
R1t (1*) d*tlog R. Instead we integrate by parts once more. Then by trivial
estimates on the several terms of d 2d*2(8 *(r)*(n&1)2c (*)) we can prove that
the second term is dominated by cr2(1+R1t (1*
2) d*)cr2.
SECTION 4
From the estimates on KR(t, r) in Section 3, exchanging the roles of t and
r we obtain
|KR(t, r)|c
e&\t
t
1
r(n&1)2
for r<
R0
2
, t>R0 .
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Then
|S4* f (t)|cs
e&\t
t
& f &Ls (G) if s>
2n
n+1
.
Therefore
&S4* f &L2 (G)cs & f &Ls (G) for s>
2n
n+1
.
This ends the proof of the positive part of Theorem 1.
SECTION 5
We wish to show that the endpoint of the interval of values for s in our
almost everywhere convergence theorem is sharp. In this we follow the
technique described in [7] and [8], which is a combination of the
Uniform Boundedness Principle and the CantorLebesgue Theorem.
For each : &12, 1s< and numbers 0a<b, denote by
Ls:(a, b) the weighted Lebesgue space
Ls:(a, b)={g : &g&:, s=\_: |
b
a
| g(t)| s t2:+1 dt+
1s
<= .
The following lemma is extracted from the proof of Lemma 3 in [7] and
is based on Theorem 8.4 in Chapter 16 of [16].
Lemma 9. Suppose that (4:+2)(2:+3)s2 and F is an element of
Ls$: (1, ). If
lim
R   |
R+h
R
F(*)(J:(t*)(t*):) *2:+1 d*=0, uniformly in 0h1,
for all t in a set of positive measure in [0, ) then
lim
R   |
R+h
R
F(*) *:+(12) d*=0, uniformly in 0h1.
The HausdorffYoung theorem states that the spherical transform maps
KLs(G)K  Ls$([0, ), |c(*)|&2 d*)
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for each 1s2. By Lemma 3, we have |c(*)|&2=O(*n&1) for large *.
Restricting to the interval [1, ) we see that f # KLs(G)K implies
f # Ls$: (1, ) with :=(n&2)2.
Lemma 10. Suppose that (2n&2)(n+1)s2. If f # KLs(G)K and
limR   SR f (t) exists for all t in a set of positive measure in [0, 1], then
lim
R   |
R+h
R
f (*) |c(*)|&1 d*=0, uniformly in 0h1.
Proof. This uses the asymptotics of the spherical functions for small t
and the properties of Bessel functions. We can assume that the convergence
refered to in the hypothesis of the lemma occurs on a set of positive
measure A contained in an interval of the form [=, 1]. Furthermore, we can
assume that *>1=. In this case, from Lemma 4 we know that
.(t)=c0 \t
n&1
D(t)+
12
\J(n&2)2(t*)(t*)(n&2)2 +t2a1(t)
Jn2(t*)
(t*)n2 ++E2(*, t),
with E2(*, t)=O(t2&(n&1)2*&(n+3)2) for t*>1. It suffices to show that for
=<t<1,
lim
R   |
R+h
R
f (*) .(t) |c(*)| &2 d*=0
implies
lim
R   |
R+h
R
f (*)
J(n&2)2(t*)
(t*)(n&2)2
*n&1 d*=0,
since |c(*)|&2*n&1  c as *  . This means that we must show that
lim
R   |
R+h
R
f (*)
Jn2(t*)
(*)n2
*n& d*=0
and
lim
R   |
R+h
R
f (*) E2(*, t) *n&1 d*=0.
In the first case, recall that J+(x)=O(x&12) for large x.
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} |
R+h
R
f (*)
Jn2(t*)
(t*)n2
*n&1 d*}
ct&(n+1)2 |
R+h
R
| f (*)| *&(n+1)2*n&1 d*
ct&(n+1)2 \|
R+h
R
| f (*)| s$ *n&1 d*+
1s$
\|
R+h
R
*&(n+1) s2*n&1 d*+
1s
and this will go to zero as R   provided s>(2n&2)(n+1). The other
term is treated in the same manner.
Next, consider the linear functionals
FR( f )=|
R+1
R
f (*) |c(*)|&1 d*
for R>0 and f # KLs(G)K. We will concentrate on the action of this
functional on Es , the subspace of
KLs(G)K consisting of functions whose
support is contained in [katk$ : t1, k, k$ # K]. For f # Es and R>0,
FR( f )=|
R+1
R
|
1
0
f (t) .*(t) |c(*)| &1 D(t) dt d*.
Hence, we need the Ls$([0, 1], D(t) dt) norm of the function
t [ |
R+1
R
.*(t) |c(*)| &1 d*
for large values of R.
To treat the main part of .*(t) we can use Lemma 2 in [7].
Lemma 11. For :>&12, s=4(:+1)(2:+3), and R>1, the
Ls$([1R, 1], tn&1 dt) norm of the function
t [ |
R+1
R
J:(t*)
(t*):
*:+(12) d*
is bounded below by c(log(R))1s$, where c is a positive constant independent
of R.
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Again we use Lemma 4 to handle the error term. For 0tR0 and
t*>1 we know that
.*(t)=c0 \t
n&1
D(t)+
12 J (n&2)2(t*)
(t*)(n&2)2
+E1(*, t)
with |E1(*, t)|c1 t2(t*)&(n+1)2. We would like to show that
|
1
1R } |
R+1
R
E1(*, t) *(n&1)2 d*}
s$
D(t) dt
is uniformly bounded in R, when s=2n(n+1). But this is bounded by
|
1
1R } |
R+1
R
c1 t2(t*)&(n+1)2*(n&1)2 d* }
s$
D(t) dt
which is
|
1
1R } |
R+1
R
c1*&1 d*}
s$
ts$(2&(n+1)2)tn&1 dt.
In the case of s$=2n(n&1) this becomes
c1(log((R+1)R))s$ |
1
1R
t(n+1)(n&1) dt=o(1) as R  .
Combining these facts, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4. For s=2n(n+1) there is an element of KLs(G)K with
compact support whose inverse spherical transform diverges on a set of
positive measure.
We end by giving the proofs of Theorem 2 and Corollary 1.
Proof of Theorem 2. This can be proved in the same manner as
Corollary 1 in [9] because of Theorem 4.4 in [13] and the argument of
Rubio de Francia in [2].
Proof of Corollary 1. This is a standard application of the boundedness
of the maximal function combined with an old result due to Harish-
Chandra that says that for elements of KC c (G)
K the inverse spherical
transform converges everywhere [12]. The sharpness of the result follows
by Theorem 4 that requires s>2n(n+1) and by Theorem 4.4 in [13] that
require s2 for the corollary to hold.
Finally the sharpness of Theorem 1 again follows from Theorem 4 and
Theorem 4.4 in [13].
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